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 The previous three Asian Pteridological conferences were held at Bogor ( Java), Taichung (Taiwan) and Kun-
ming (China), organised by Professor Masahiro Kato, Director of the Botany Department, National Science Museum, 
Tokyo, and others.  The present symposium (November 12-18, 2007) was organised at Central Mindanao University, 
Mindanao, by Dr. Victor Amoroso of the Department of Botany, College of Arts and Sciences, CMU in the Philip-
pines, along with Professor Barbara Joe Hoshizaki of the Los Angeles International Fern Society, with help from the 
Japan Pteridological Society and the Philippine Horticultural Society.  It was held in honour of Dr. P.M. Zamora, who 
was able to telephone from 
Hospital to the assembled del-
egates during the presentation 
of testimonies from his stu-
dents, including Dr. Michael 
Price, Dr. Ed Salgado, Dr. 
Benny Tan, Dr. Leonardo Co, 
Dr. and Mrs. Amoroso and Dr. 
Subhash Chandra.
 The conference was the 
largest held so far and attract-
ed some 177 delegates from 
all over the world, including 
a strong Japanese contingent 
and others from Taiwan, Chi-
na, the USA, New Zealand, 
Holland, Singapore, Mexico, 
South India, Sri Lanka, Nepal/ Figure 1. Prayer at the start of the symposium.
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Edinburgh and of course the Philippines, in strength.  Several adventur-
ous amateur LAIFS members also came.  It began with a fine welcome-
dinner, including a whole roast buffalo, while watching some outstanding 
native-costumed traditional dancers from the University, who were excep-
tionally good and even had us up and dancing at the end (Fig. 2).   

 The combination of speakers was of considerable interest, includ-
ing papers by Dr. Perry Ong, Prof. Kunio Iwatsuki, Prof. Barbara Joe Ho-
shizaki, Dr. Barbara Parris, Dr. Hans Nooteboom, Prof. Masahiro Kato, 
Dr. Ed Salgado, Dr. Benito Tan, Dr. Shigeo Masayama, Dr. Noriaki Mu-
rakami, Dr. Sadamu Matsumoto, Dr. Atsushi Ebihara, Dr. Julie Barce-
lona, Dr. Wen-Lang Chiou, Dr. Shi-Yong Dong, Dr. Ryoko Imaichi, Dr. 
Chunxing Li, Dr. Vicky Lee and other speakers.  Various others, includ-
ing Dr. Monica Palacios-Rios, also put up a fine exhibition of illustrated 
Pteridophyte posters on subjects from the cytology of Parahemionitis; 
Taiwanese Athyrium; ferns of Mexico; Malayan Selaginella; and Pacific 
Oleandra to ferns of various mountain ranges of the Philippines.  We 
stayed either in the University Guest House, or in a couple of hotels in 
the nearby town of Valencia and food was provided in the guest house and 
the adjacent venue, which was an excellent, modernly equipped hall with 
a good speaker and presentation system.
 The talks with "power-point" photo-presentations covered a good 
balance of different approaches and after each group of speakers there was 
a question-session that saw some most telling and often learned ques-
tions coming up, and often revealed how much more we need to know 
about ferns, especially about their cyto-taxonomy and the relationships of 
fern-complexes across different parts of Asia.  After a rousing paper on 
conservation by Dr. Ong, there was a general paper on Asian research by 
Prof. Iwatsuki, another on Philippine ferns written by Dr. Zamora, and a 
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Figure 2. The University traditional dancers.
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paper by Prof. Hoshizaki on horticulture and commercial use of ferns.  
 There were then several accounts of new molecular work on the filmy Aspleniums of Borneo (persistently called 
Hymenasplenium in Japan despite matching the rest of the genus morphologically) by Dr. Murakami; Hymenophyllum 
polyanthos world-wide by Dr. Ebihara; Asian Osmunda regalis agg. by Prof. Kato and the genera of Davalliaceae by Dr. 
Nooteboom.  The latter was interestingly controversial as Prof. Kato's just recently published work supports recogni-
tion of several genera, while Dr. Nooteboom concluded there should be just two due to overlapping characters, but 
this was done without sufficient molecular data being available to support such a change, and was in the end probably 
more a manifestation of the Leiden Lumping syndrome.  It demonstrated the now rather obvious fact that well-based 
standard taxonomic opinion should be allowed a strong rôle while attempting to draw conclusions from moleculology 
and that personal preference may always cut across the evidence anyway.  The change of filmies from Hymenasplenium 
to Hymenophyllum produced some curious pronunciational confusions during question-time, but when the genus we 
were in was sorted out it was of interest to see the preliminary stages of Dr. Ebihara's overview of Hymenophyllum 
polyanthos as a complex, envisaged moleculologically.  H. polyanthos was described from C. America, and the present 
author has himself separated the common Himalayan species as H. tenellum, in his forthcoming study of the Nepalese 
ferns of David Don, which, as it happens, appears to be supported moleculologicolily!  Dr. Li from Nanking spoke on 
her new Polystichum moleculological study with Dr. David Barrington, which is now producing a more meaningful 
cladology than the previous paper, which was evidently somewhat premature and again demonstrated that molecu-
lology is not necessarily synonymous with taxonomy as is all too automatically assumed.  It was good to see that this 
is now being acknowledged by several of the moleculologists as well as by the experienced character-based taxono-
mists.   
 Dr. Salgado presented a most elegant and useful character-based taxonomic study of the South-East Asian 
epiphytic Asplenium caudatum group, showing how the name has been misapplied in Asia.  Dr. Parris then made a 
fine evaluation of the important new genera she has recognised in those tiddly little epiphytes, the Grammitidaceae 
– which are soundly based on features of major botanical significance and have quite overturned the formerly recog-
nised "form-genera", Grammitis, Ctenopteris and Xiphopteris.  Dr. Chiou spoke on new cytological segregates of the 
Taiwanese Pteris fauriei.  Dr. Masuyama also presented a carefully researched paper showing three main taxa within 
Ceratopteris thalictroides (in the strict sense), of which the common Nepalese and Himalayan tetraploid, related to C. 
gaudichaudii, and probably constituting an undescribed species which he is working on, was easily recognisable from 
his silhouettes. 
 A fine and beautifully photographed account of Philippine endemics was given by Dr. Barcelona of the Phil-
ippine National Herbarium.  Three papers, from Dr. Dong, Dr. Chang and Dr. Lee gave very interesting and well 
illustrated general introductions to the ferns of Hainan Island; Shishangpanna (Xishuangbanna) forest in South Yun-
nan; and Hong Kong, respectively, also dealing with threatened species.  Although Shishangpanna is sometimes said 
to be the most northerly true tropical-type rainforest, the author has also seen another, considerably further north 
at Namdapha, E. Arunachal Pradesh, on the North-East Frontier of India, and others remain in fine state in North 
Myanmar.  A general introduction to ferns of that well known "diversity hot-spot", the Western Ghats of South India, 
was also given successfully by Dr. Asir Benniamin, a student of Father Manickam at Palayamkottai; and another was 
amusingly given by the bubbly Dr. Ranil Rajapaksha of Peradeniya on the riches of, but threats to the Sri Lankan 
ferns.  The present author also spoke on Indian endemics and phytogeographical elements, revealing the surprising 
fact that out of 500 reported endemics a mere 47 are genuinely so and the rest are all erroneous pseudoendemics. This 
is due to a combination of mistaken "new species" being named and a lack of knowledge of what goes on outside the 
borders of India, despite the fact that ferns definitely don't require Indian visas to migrate from China and S.E. Asia 
along the Indo-Himalaya! The sad fact that nearly half of India's Pteridophyte species are now threatened or rare due 
to the unstoppable eating of the forest was also brought out.  
 Various, more biological papers were also presented on gametophyte morphology and the evolution of pro-
thallus form from primitive tuberous to advanced cordate, by Dr. Imaichi; irradiating Microsorum and Platycerium 
prothalli, which not surprisingly, poor things, got less and less happy until they, er, died at higher doses given by Dr. 
F.B. Aurigue; spermatogenesis of antherozoids, confusingly called "sperms" in the distinctly lusty tree-fern apparently 
erroneously known here as Cyathea contaminans, which should definitely be avoided by ladies lost in the forest, by 
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Dr. Rodolfo Treyes; and on the components and antibi-
otic and activity of epidermal cell secretions of Thelypt-
eris (Sphaerostephanos) subtruncata by Dr. K.N. Paul Raj 
and Dr. Varaprasadham Irudayaraj, working under Father 
Manickam, Dr. Irudayaraj being his long-standing and 
painstaking cytologist.   Dr. Irudayaraj's presentation was 
a definite one-off curiosity of Tamil-Indian computer-
film presentation that dizzily created some bemusement 
in the audience and would definitely have taken the Bol-
lywood Fougère d'Or award for the most unusual lecture, 
had there been one!
 Running alongside the lectures there was a fas-
cinating garden-show outside the venue organised by 
various Philippine nurseries and the University Botanic 
Garden.  There were superb and huge hanging specimens 
of Nephrolepis acutifolia, a much more handsome species 
than the rest of that otherwise rather hackneyed genus 
(Fig. 3).  The garden was ringed around by fairly sizeable 
tree-ferns, said to be Cyathea contaminans, but again the 
considerably more splendid, prominently spiny-stiped lo-
cal species with dense white scales and a very tall, attrac-
tively diamond-marked trunks.  There was also a fine col-
lection of fern-allies, with many large, hanging Huperzias 
growing on a tree-trunk, together with some fine local 
Selaginellas, Psilotum, even Tmesipteris in a tank, which we 
were later to see in some quantity on tree-fern trunks in 
the forest during the excursion (Fig. 4).  It is like a small, 
forked-leaved, stiff Huperzia with the apical leaves in one plane and rather wide, the basal ones more spirally arranged, 

and is near impossible to grow in the garden (here as well as there!) unless 
obtained in situ with the tree-fern and kept in cool rain-forest conditions.  
It was down on the list as T. lanceolata, but Barbara Parris has since pointed 
out that it is definitely not that, which grows more-or-less in her back-yard 
and has flatter fronds, and the author has a suspicion it might be an un-
named one, which might be described after its "huperzioid" stems.  There 
were also Pteris unidentified, the large, finely dissect Leucostegia pallida, 
Microsorum cultivars, "walking" Adiantums, nice tropical hanging Aspleni-
ums, weird and wonderful Platycerium grande and P. coronarium, Angiopter-
is, Microlepias, water-ferns, superb red-young-fronded Didymochlaena and 
not a single boring old Dryopteris in sight......  Anyway, definitely not your 
average Southport selection!  Many plants were also for sale, and others 
were given out in a draw at the end of the conference – which saw some 
of the world's most famous research-pteridologists and Professors proudly 
walking away clutching prized cultivars amid whistles and cheers!
     The last part of the week was a three-day field-excursion, first to the 
local Musuan Hill to plant young trees of Dipterocarpus, each bearing the 
member's name on a plaque – though, rather typically, the present author, 
accompanied by Dr. Yeachen Liu of Taiwan Institute of Forestry, and the 
enquiringly enthusiastic Dr. Dong, all having just escaped shreiking from 
the laboratory at last, found himself diverted by the local ferns within the 

Figure 3. Nephrolepis, first prize. 

Figure 4. Unidentified ?new Tmesipteris on Cyathea 
trunks, Mt. Kitanglad.
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jungle on the way and had his tree and one for his wife planted for him while they were still on the way up!  The 
garden there also had some spectacular and toweringly huge plants of Angiopteris palmiformis, the King of the genus, 
distinct from its two more minor Indian royal princes, A. indica and A. helferiana – and indeed, from A. evecta, con-
fined to Tahiti and Oceania.  The main trip was an excursion to either Marilog Forest, Davao, or Mt. Kitanglad, west 
of Malaybalay, both on Mindanao, the southernmost main Island of the Philippines.  In both places Dr. Amoroso had 
achieved what has now become nearly impossible in the Philippines as in so many countries – permission to collect, 
which had taken a good 6 months to come through.  The fact is that the ferns of the Philippines are largely unknown 
to local botanists, and Copeland's great work on them is now highly outdated.  Without extensive, continuing and 
careful field population-collection and collection for cytological and molecular study, it is going to be nearly impos-
sible to advance our knowledge of the Pteridophyte flora, assess the species and elucidate the many species-complexes 
that obviously exist there.  This is especially so given the absence of the doyen of Philippine fernology and expertise, 
Dr. Mike Price of Ann Arbor Michigan, USA, who was unfortunately not free to come this time.
 But the rules designed to protect wildlife do need overhauling as they hardly bring about their stated purpose 
but unfortunately manage instead to obstruct genuine research.  If we are to continue studying and discovering the 
wonderful world of ferns, botanical experts all over the world should get together and advise their respective Govern-
ments to revise unnecessary restrictions on genuine non-commercial scientific research. At present the regulations of 
the CBD or Convention on Biodiversity (relating to non CITES-protected species) are hardly helpful and nowhere 
could it be more obvious than in the Philippines, where active taxonomic research, whether amateur or professional, 
is obstructed by strong restrictions preventing small-scale collecting.  Combining this difficulty at source with the 
general cutting of funds for taxonomy - which has made pteridologists as a breed rarer and more threatened than the 
ferns their studies bring to light - the outlook for future pteridological research throughout Asia looks very insecure 
as no-one can get to know the species any more and newcomers are no longer being taught.
 Anyway, for the high-flying Pteridodactyls and 
Ptyrranosori of Pthreatened Pteridology (strewth!) the 
field-ptrips, miraculously with permits, were indeed won-
derful occasions!  Both parties found an amazing number 
of interesting ferns and allies and small patches of critical 
revision of a number of species listed are already under way.  
While Mt. Salumay in Marilog Forest is some 1300 m. al-
titude, Mt Kitanglad at 2930 metres is the second highest 
peak in the Philippines after the volcano, Mt. Apo.  The au-
thor was on the trip to Kitanglad, climbing up a rough and 
slippery muddy stone-track from Intavas village – where 
what must be the biggest Platycerium grande on earth 
grows on a tree, a good 8 feet from the fingered tips of its 
triffid-like backing leaves curving menacingly over the be-
wildered spectator, down past its almost giant bracket fun-
gus-like, brown spore plates, each a couple of foot across, 
to the bottom of its multilobed hanging fronds, and some 
4 feet wide, to boot (Fig. 5). The trees down below on the 
climb were often festooned with the stiff-leaved succulent 
Pyrrosia nuda, mistakenly known here as P. adnascens, but 
consistently almost without scales wherever it occurs, from 
Nepal to here.  The path up towards the ridge of Kitan-
glad went past masses of Gleicheniaceous growths, includ-
ing a species somewhere between Dicranopteris splendida; 
the beautiful Sticherus laevigatus, with ever dichotomously 
forking fronds and delicate, fine-segmented branches; the 
hanging, radiate Sticherus perpaleaceus; and higher up a few Figure 5. Author with enormous Plarycerium grande below Kitanglad.
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plants of D. taiwanensis, previously unrecorded from the Philippines.  Masses of the spiny, white-scaled tree-fern 
grew alongside, with occasional views over groves of it with its huge noble fronds waving windswept in the rain, look-
ing down gullies below one as one climbed upwards (Fig. 6). It is appropriate to treat all these tree-ferns as a single 
genus, Cyathea, as advocated by the late Prof. Holttum, of Kew, in his published discussions with Dr. Tryon, who by 
contrast liked to split them and create many new combinations.  Further up, the Cyathea began to be replaced by 
the more brown-scaly Cyathea philippinense group and growing beneath them on the damp banks was a large, finely 
dissect Microlepia-like plant, which turned out to be the endemic Culcita (sect. Calochlaena) copelandii (probably the 
same as C. javanica), related to our Spanish and Macronesian C. macrocarpa, but more finely cut.  There were also two 
most unfern-like ferns, Dipteris conjugata, like small umbrellas split into two parts and borne on long stalks, and the 
curious Cheiropleura bicuspis, stiff single blades on wiry stalks, with two projecting lobes at the tip of each blade (why 
isn't it just a coenosorused little Dipteris?) – the author almost managed to persuade colleagues that he had found a 
joking Cheiropleura "tricuspis" when some fronds with three lobes turned up!  Hanging in masses off the banks was the 
distinctive Osmunda banksiifolia, with long fronds and many simple, shallowly lobed pinnae – named after Sir Joseph 
Banks, whose statue is at the BM, London, rather than after the banks it grows on, or those one must raid in order to 
grab the plane-ticket money to get to the Philippines in the first place!
 At about 1400 metres, the what-passes-for-a-road comes to an end, and incredibly the resourceful Vic Amo-
roso had managed to persuade the Army to send up an all-terrain truck with some of our bags and packed lunch and 
breakfast for the couple of days – though it got stuck on boulders half-way up, but got through in the end.  From there, 
heading towards the bare peak-area of Kitanglad was a narrow, steep path passing through one of the finest, fern-rich 
forests the author has ever had the pleasure to experience.  Ferns a-plenty of all genera were everywhere: big plants 
of Marattia sylvatica; the scaly Dryopteris formosana; two Dryopteris of the D. sparsa group, but both different species 
from true D. sparsa itself, which was described from Swayembhunath, Kathmandu - one being the little understood D. 
hasseltii, persistently mistaken in China for an Arachniodes; Dryopteris hirtipes; Ctenitis don'tknowiana (actually C. sub-
glandulosa, now jolly rare in N.E. India); Nothoperanema hendersonii, new to their list; Arachniodes amabilis, distinctly 
neater and smaller than the related Himalayan A. rhomboidea; Aspleniums of all sorts; Thelypteris of many persuasions, 
but all demonstrating that essential similarity that most appropriately makes them a single genus, with Holttum's 
genera maintained as subgenera – surprising how often similarity is forgotten and only differences taken into account; 

Figure 6. Cyathea on Mt. Kitanglad.
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two of the finest were a big long-hairy stalked one in subgenus Chingia, T. ferox, and another Chingia, T. urens, with 
all too suddenly discovered bramble-spines on the stipe (ouch, damn it!) and even a sting like a mild nettle to boot - a 
truly unkind fern; Thelypteris paludosa, with erect rhizomes and long, bright-red stems, which the author also recently 
discovered in South India, where many Malesian species occur, quite different from our Himalayan T. pyrrhorhachis; 
the hook-spiny rachis and costae of Paesia luzonica, a most ungentlemanly, if large and finely quadripinnate fern, but 
watch your shirt!; a handsome, glaucous and stiff-fronded Histiopteris, surely not the same as the Himalayan so-called 
H. incisa, though so-named on the list; Cornopteris (not mentioned); Diplazium virescens and D. doederleinii, again 
neither listed; simply pinnate, stiff and glaucous Diplazium haven'taclueii (apparently D. cumingii, but jolly attractive 
whatever it is); and epiphytes, wow, EPIPHYTES – don't forget to look up, sideways, jump, down, turn around and 
pick-a-bale-o'cotton - er, fronds - all at the same time!  So many Polypodiaceous entities, including white-rhizomed 
Goniophlebium manmeiense and stiff, glossy-fronded Selliguea taeniata; heaps of ever more tiddly Grammitids; Asple-
niums galore; even a ridiculously obligate-epiphytic, tripinnatifid endemic Polystichum, cleverly stealing a march on 
the rest of the genus, with its fronds sticking out sideways from the narrow tree-fern stems it roots on – appropriately 
called P. horizontale!  An epiphytic, black-stemmed Dryopteris, the interesting D. purpurascens, from that strange and 
isolated section of the genus, also turned up.  Down in a deep, luxurious gulley dripping with rain (and no leeches!) 
and pushing through the frondage there was one of them "Hymenasplenium" jobs, related to Asplenium unilaterale, 
but with long fronds and narrowly acute-apexed pinnae.  On giving it to Dr. Murakami, who had not found it, he 
could not immediately recognise it either, which could be interesting?!  It clearly isn't A. unilaterale as its pinna-apices 
are too acute, and it is a lot bigger and thicker than A. filipes, too.  Along with the ghoul's hand fronds of a creep-
ing endemic polypod, Leptochilus dolichopterus, there was also a large, broad filmy fern, right down in the deep, dark 
Gollum-frequented places, creeping on the rocks, which Dr. Ebihara thought must be Trichomanes grande, again not 
on the list, though the author had more the impression it might be either T. striatum or T. giganteum. Beautifully finely 
dissected and delicate-lacey Acrophorus nodosus, finer than our Himalayan A. paleolulatus, also put up its single, deltate 
fronds here and there.  That sort of gulley is the obvious target to go for when looking for ferns, not always just the 
top of the hill; yet a big, densely natural-forested stream-valley we passed on our left on the way up, had never been 
visited by anyone according to Dr. Co.  Along the path, wherever it was light enough, were Athyrium erythropodum, 
recognised by the talented and expert young Dr. Yeachen Liu; a long, very narrow Asplenium nidus-like species with 
a scaly rachis; Pteris near praetermissa, or blumeana, but without the white setae above the segments; and a big Pteris 
related to P. longipes, but with a remarkable perfect cross of four diagonal arms and a fifth, main branch at the fork 
of the lowest pinna - apparently called P. schlechteri.  There was also a common Nephrolepis, close to N. cordifolia, but 
without bulbils and a perfect dwarf, no more than 1 cm wide, and usually 4 inches to 1 ft. long, yet fully fertile in its 
stiff little fronds.  A most attractive little thing, if it remains dwarf - with Dr. Peter Hovenkamp's help in examining 
photos, the author has now concluded it must be N. pseudolauterbachii and should be treated as a species in its own 
right.  Suffusing the whole area were several species of Selaginella, often the mini-tree ones, with long stiff stalks and 
a feathery frond above. 
 By mid-afternoon, having spent far too long looking around instead of walking ahead, the author found he 
could hardly climb any more except much too slowly, with nearly 900 metres to go to reach the top where there was a 
rest-house. Barbara Parris had gone by with a cheery wave some hours before on a perfectly Grammitid-height little 
horse she had cleverly managed to purloin from somewhere, though how it managed to negotiate the several steep 
ladders placed on the vertical rocky bits, is hard to imagine! – yet it did not appear to come down again.  So regretfully 
the author made the decision to head down for the village again while the light lasted and found a porter happy to 
go down, since members had been asked to avoid going alone.  He was kindly offered a wooden bed in a house there 
and got through the rather hard and mosquitoey rainy night before motorbiking and bussing back to the University 
for the long task of pressing the haul of interesting goodies in 30 kg of old newspaper he bought in nearby Valencia.
 In fact several people did not get up to the top, which had been burnt over some 10 years previously, until well 
after nightfall and Dr. Co did not get in until 11.00 at night!  Of the things that interested the author, fortunately only 
a few occurred up above, including a curious and neatly lobed Diacalpe, not quite D. aspidioides, and he was lucky and 
much satisfied to have seen such a wonderful piece of forest at around the 1800-1900 m. altitude level.
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 The day after, people began leaving for their flights home, despite a hiccough in all flights from Mindanao 
being cancelled due to severe rain-storms – and the author went on for 2 weeks studying in herbaria, before Christ-
mas shopping in the amazing "Malls" of Manila, including one that sounded rather more like "the Maw of Asia" (a 
different planet from Kathmandu!).  While working in the National Herbarium, the building suddenly started sway-
ing around in a force 5 earthquake, which was a very wobbly experience for a few minutes; the next day there was an 
attempted Coup d'Etat, with the Army saving the day after smashing a tank through the lobby of the 5-star Hotel 
where it took place (naturally, where better to spend one's last supper while staging a Coup?); and then a dance of 
three typhoons back and fore and round the Islands - but that's all a different story!  
It was a superb visit and a really successful conference and there is no doubt that the Philippines are a veritable para-
dise for ferns, beaches, mountains, gardens, fine shopping, beautiful Philippinas – what more could one want?  Con-
gratulations and thanks to Dr. Amoroso, Prof. Barbara Joe Hoshizaki, Prof. Kato and all the others who made such a 
superb conference by their work or by their presence and participation.
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